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Abstract—Nonminimum-phase zeros pose challenges for con-
troller design, for example in inversion-based control approaches
where inverting these zeros may result in “unstable” poles.
The aim of this paper is to exploit the additional freedom
in overactuated systems to eliminate these zeros, facilitating
subsequent inversion. In particular, an approach for causal and
exact inversion of systems with nonminimum-phase behavior is
presented. In an either static or dynamic squaring-down step
prior to inversion, the approach exploits the fact that non-square
systems typically have no invariant zeros. The proposed approach
is successfully demonstrated in experiments on an overactuated
motion system. The method enables exact inversion for non-
square systems without requiring preview or pre-actuation.

Index Terms—Causal feedforward, Nonminimum-phase behav-
ior, Overactuation, Squaring down, Tracking control.

I. INTRODUCTION

System inversion is at the heart of achieving high per-
formance in many control applications, including printing
systems [1], atomic force microscopes [2], and wafer stages
[3]. It is extensively used in, for example, inverse model
feedforward [4] and iterative learning control (ILC) [5]. See
also, for example, [6] for a recent overview and comparison
of system inversion approaches.

Many systems have more actuators or sensors, for example
flight control systems [7]–[9], dual-stage actuators [10], ma-
rine vessels [11], [12], wafer stages [13], ground vehicles [14]–
[16], and many more [17]. For such systems, system inversion
is often performed after the system is cast in a square system,
see, for example, [18]. This can be done by, for example,
choosing outputs such that they coincide with performance
variables [19] or choosing inputs such that the system is
decoupled [20]. This facilitates the design of decentralized
feedback control [18], [21], as well as decentralized ILC [22].

One of the main challenges in system inversion is
nonminimum-phase behavior, which is related to the invariant
zeros of the system being “unstable”. Indeed, causal inver-
sion of nonminimum-phase systems yields unbounded signals.
To avoid unbounded signals, inversion techniques have been
developed, see, for example, [6] for a recent overview. Tra-
ditionally, approximate inversion techniques such as ZPETC,
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ZMETC and NPZ-Ignore [23] are used, but such approaches
inherently yield non-exact tracking. Stable inversion [6, Sec-
tion 4.2] yields exact tracking, but for nonminimum-phase
systems the approach requires preview, i.e., a priori knowledge
of the reference trajectory, and pre-actuation, i.e., a non-
zero input before the start of the trajectory. Furthermore,
the approach is restricted to square systems. Optimization
approaches such as norm-optimal feedforward [24] require
preview, which is not always available. Synthesis approaches
such as H2-preview control and H∞-preview control [6,
Section 4.4] are only optimal for trajectories with a specific
frequency spectrum or address a control goal other than
tracking error minimization, respectively.

Although there are many inversion techniques that yield
bounded inputs for nonminimum-phase systems, they either
require preview or pre-actuation. The aim of this paper is to
develop a new approach for system inversion that reconsiders
traditional choices for squaring down, i.e., aiming to decouple
systems as is outlined above. In particular, the approach
considers new criteria for squaring down in view of system
inversion, exploiting the additional design freedom available
in overactuated systems.

The main contribution of this paper is a causal inverse
model feedforward solution for overactuated systems, also
for systems with nonminimum-phase behavior. The approach
exploits the design freedom at the input side to square down
the non-square system to a square minimum-phase system,
which enables exact causal inversion. A key aspect is that
non-square systems generally do not have any invariant zeros.
The following subcontributions are identified: (I) coordinate
basis of non-square systems revealing key properties for
squaring down; (II) a squaring-down approach with a static
compensator; (III) a squaring-down approach with a dynamic
compensator; (IV) systematic design framework for design
of inverse model feedforward for overactuated systems; and
(V) experimental validation of the design framework on an
overactuated system with nonminimum-phase behavior. Initial
results can be found in [25]. The present paper has several
new contributions, including Contribution (I), application to
systems with direct feedthrough, and Contribution (V). Related
work on overactuated systems addressing different aspects
includes [26], [27], see also [17].

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II, the
control problem is formulated. In Section III, the main idea
of the approach is presented together with preliminary results.
The static squaring-down approach is presented in Section IV,
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Fig. 1. System inversion diagram. Given system H , the aim is to let output
y ∈ Rp̄ track reference r ∈ Rp̄ through design of F such that u ∈ Rm̄

remains bounded.

with extension to dynamic squaring down in Section V. An
overview of the complete approach is presented in Section VI.
In Section VII, the experimental validation on a motion system
is presented. Conclusions are presented in Section VIII.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, the challenges associated to inversion of
(non-)square systems are illustrated through several examples,
which leads to the problem considered in this paper.

Consider the inversion diagram in Fig. 1, where discrete-
time system H has the minimal realization

H :
x[k + 1] = Ax[k] +Bu[k],

y[k] = Cx[k] +Du[k],
(1)

with x ∈ Rn, u ∈ Rm̄, y ∈ Rp̄. Without loss of generality,
it is assumed that rank{[ BD ]} = m̄ and rank{[ C D ]} = p̄.
The system H is stable if and only if |λi(A)| < 1, for all i,
where λi denotes the ith eigenvalue. The following definition
is adopted.

Definition 1 (Invariant zeros [28], [29]): The invariant
zeros of H in (1) are given by

z=
{
zi ∈ C

∣∣ rank{HRSM (zi)} < max
zj∈C

rank{HRSM (zj)}
}
,

(2)

with HRSM (z) =

[
zIn −A −B

C D

]
.

The system H in (1) is minimum phase if and only if
all invariant zeros, see Definition 1, satisfy |zi| < 1, for all
i. System H is unstable (resp. nonminimum phase) if it is
not stable (resp. minimum phase). If |zi| = 1 for some i,
techniques as in [30] can be used. It is assumed that H is
right invertible as defined by Definition 2.

Definition 2 (Invertibility): System H in (1) is
• left invertible if and only if rn = m̄,
• right invertible if and only if rn = p̄,
• invertible if and only if rn = m̄ = p̄,

with rn = maxz∈C rank{D + C(zIn −A)−1B}.
Given Fig. 1 and H , the objective is to let output y track

the reference trajectory r, while input u remains bounded.
The following examples illustrate that the inversion of H is
nontrivial.

Example 1: Let H be scalar and given by

H = (z−0.6)(z+2)
(z−0.1)(z+0.8)(z−0.4) , (3)

then

F = H−1 = (z−0.1)(z+0.8)(z−0.4)
(z−0.6)(z+2) (4)

is unique, but unstable (pole at z = −2) as a consequence of
H being nonminimum phase. Hence, causal filtering with F
leads to unbounded signals.

Example 1 shows the challenges associated with
nonminimum-phase behavior. The following example
illustrates the key concepts of this paper.

Example 2: Let H be non-square and given by

H = 1
(z−0.1)(z+0.8)(z−0.4) [ (z−0.6)(z+2) (z−5) ] , (5)

then F such that HF = 1 is non-unique. The inverses

F1 =
[

1
(z−0.6)(z+2)

0

]
(z−0.1)(z+0.8)(z−0.4) , (6)

F2 =
[

0
1

(z−5)

]
(z−0.1)(z+0.8)(z−0.4) (7)

may lead to unbounded responses since they are unstable. In
contrast, the inverse

F =
[

1
−0.3

] (z−0.1)(z+0.8)(z−0.4)
(z+0.5)(z+0.6) , (8)

allows for bounded causal solutions since F is stable.
The main point of Example 2 is that for systems with

nonminimum-phase behavior, selecting either one of the inputs
may yield unstable inverses, see (6) and (7). Interestingly, a
smart combination of inputs as in (8) yields a stable inverse.
This is the main idea of this paper and exploits the fact that
in general non-square systems are minimum phase, regardless
of the properties of the individual transfer functions. However,
the solution is not always as straightforward as in Example 2,
as shown by the following example.

Example 3: Let H be non-square and given by

H = 1
(z−0.1)(z+0.8)(z−0.4) [ (z−0.6)(z+2) (z−5)(z+0.9) ] , (9)

then F such that HF = 1 is non-unique. The only difference
with Example 2 is one additional minimum-phase zero at the
second input. For (9), the design of a stable F such that HF =
1 is not as straightforward as (8) in Example 2.

The examples show that inversion of H is nontrivial if H
is nonminimum phase or non-square. Example 2 shows that
additional freedom in the inputs can be exploited to create
a stable system that yields exact inversion. However, such a
design is not straightforward as illustrated by Example 3. In
the next sections, a systematic design framework for inversion
of overactuated systems is presented. A design for Example 3
is presented later on.

Remark 3: In this paper, discrete-time systems are consid-
ered since this allows for a digital controller implementation.
Results for continuous-time systems follow along the same
lines.

III. CAUSAL AND STABLE INVERSION FOR NON-SQUARE
SYSTEMS

In this section, the main idea of the proposed approach is
presented together with preliminary results.

A. Main idea: Squaring down in view of system inversion

Squaring down is a standard step in control applications.
Typical considerations include decoupling. In this paper, a
systematic design approach is presented that exploits the
additional freedom of overactuated systems H in Fig. 1 in
view of system inversion, i.e., with m̄ > p̄, to obtain stable
F such that HF = I and hence y = r. A key aspect is that
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(a) Tracking control of r ∈ Rp̄

by H with more inputs u1 ∈ Rp̄,
u2 ∈ Rm̄−p̄ than outputs y ∈ Rp̄.

F
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(b) Minimimum-phase, square Σ̂sq =
HK̂pre is created and inverted such
that HF = I and hence y = r.

Fig. 2. Inverse model feedforward approach for a system H with more inputs
than outputs. Perfect tracking is obtained without pre-actuation and preview
through squaring down and direct inversion of the minimum-phase, square
system.

non-square systems generally have no invariant zeros. Hence,
the invariant zeros of the squared-down system are determined
by the squaring-down approach and can be affected.

The tracking control application of Fig. 1 with more inputs
than outputs (m̄ > p̄) is shown in Fig. 2(a), with input
u ∈ Rm̄ divided into u1 ∈ Rp̄ and u2 ∈ Rm̄−p̄. The design
approach consists of two steps as shown in Fig. 2(b). First, a
precompensator K̂pre is designed such that

Σ̂sq = HK̂pre (10)

is square with dimensions p̄× p̄. Second, F is selected as

F = K̂preΣ̂
−1
sq (11)

such that perfect tracking is obtained since

y = HFr = HK̂preΣ̂
−1
sq r = HK̂pre(HK̂pre)

−1r = r. (12)

Note that the second step is straightforward once the first step
is completed.

The proposed approach is also used in Example 2 in
Section II where squaring down is performed by the static
precompensator K̂pre =

[
1
−0.3

]
. The precompensator yields a

minimum-phase, square system as desired. It is shown later on
that there does not exist a static precompensator for the system
in Example 3 such that the square system is minimum phase.
However, there does always exist a dynamic compensator
such that the square system is minimum phase. A dynamic
compensator design for Example 3 is presented later on.

The precompensator design K̂pre introduces additional in-
variant zeros in the square system Σ̂sq in (10). The interest is
in stable precompensator designs K̂pre that yield minimum-
phase, square systems Σ̂sq as they result in stable F and thus
bounded u when using the causal solution. If the compensator
is stable, but the square system is nonminimum phase, then
inversion techniques are required to compute bounded outputs
of Σ̂−1

sq , since the invariant nonminimum-phase zeros become
unstable poles in Σ̂−1

sq . Inversion techniques, such as stable
inversion, are not preferred since they are noncausal and
require pre-actuation and preview.

The critical step in the proposed approach is the design
of the compensator K̂pre in (10) which is presented in the
subsequent sections based on the coordinate basis presented
in the next section.

B. Coordinate basis for squaring down

In this section, a coordinate basis is presented to facilitate
the design of the precompensator K̂pre in (10). The basis is

specifically developed for use in the squaring-down approach
presented in Sections IV and V, in contrast to the more general
special coordinate basis (s.c.b.) [31], [32]. The results in this
section constitute Contribution (I).

The coordinate basis is developed for left-invertible systems.
The right-invertible system H

z
= (A,B,C,D) in Fig. 2(a) is

transformed to a left-invertible system by considering its dual
Σ̂ = Hd given by

Σ̂ :
x̂[k + 1] = Âx̂[k] + B̂û[k],

ŷ[k] = Ĉx̂[k] + D̂û[k],
(13)

with (Â, B̂, Ĉ, D̂) = (A>, C>, B>, D>) and x̂ ∈ Rn, ŷ ∈
Rp, û ∈ Rm, where p = m̄, m = p̄. Note that since H is right
invertible, Σ̂ = Hd is left invertible, see also Definition 2.

In the related work [31], [32] the special coordinate basis
(s.c.b.) is used. Existing algorithms to obtain this special
structure, for example in [33, Chapter 12], are experienced to
be numerically inaccurate. Instead, an other structure is used
which only enforces those features that are required for the
squaring-down approach and thereby results in numerically
more accurate results. The coordinate basis that is used is
given by Theorem 4. See Appendix A for the construction
of the basis.

Theorem 4 (Coordinate basis): Let Σ = Γ−1
o Σ̂Γi, with Σ̂

in (13) and

ŷ = Γo

[
yf
ys

]
, û = Γiu, (14)

with non-singular Γo ∈ Rp, Γi ∈ Rm and yf =

[
y0f

yxf

]
, y0f ∈

Rm0 , yxf ∈ Rm−m0 , ys ∈ Rp−m, and u =

[
u0

ux

]
, u0 ∈

Rm0 , ux ∈ Rm−m0 , where m0 = rank{D}. Then, Σ satisfies
the coordinate basis

xa[k + 1] = Aaaxa[k] +Aafyf [k], (15a)
xb[k + 1] = Abbxb[k] +Abfyf [k], (15b)
xf [k + 1] = Afaxa[k] +Afbxb[k] +Bfxux[k]

+ Lfyf [k],
(15c)

y0f [k] = C0faxa[k] + C0fbxb[k] + C0ffxf [k]

+ u0[k],
(15d)

yxf [k] = xf [k], (15e)
ys[k] = Csbxb[k]. (15f)

The coordinate basis in Theorem 4 reveals several features
that are used in the squaring-down approach in subsequent
sections. For example, the invariant zeros, see Definition 1, of
Σ̂ in Theorem 4 are given by λ(Aaa). In the next section, the
coordinate basis in Theorem 4 is exploited in the squaring-
down approach to obtain the compensator K̂pre in (10).

IV. CAUSAL FEEDFORWARD THROUGH STATIC SQUARING
DOWN

In this section, the static squaring-down approach is pre-
sented, which constitutes Contribution (II). The approach
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Σsqu ỹ
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Fig. 3. Postcompensator Kpost combines outputs yf , ys of the left-invertible
system Σ into a new output ỹ such that the combined system Σsq is square.
The freedom in design of Kpost is exploited to make Σsq minimum phase.

Kpost ỹyf

ys L

+

+

(a) Static postcompensator
with static gain L.

Kpost

ỹ
yf

ys
Σobs

x̂b J
+

+

(b) Dynamic postcompensator with observer
Σobs to obtain x̂b for use in state feedback.

Fig. 4. Two proposed postcompensator designs for Kpost in Fig. 3.

exploits properties of the coordinate basis presented in Sec-
tion III, and in particular Theorem 4. First, the static com-
pensator design is presented. Second, the static compensator
design is applied to the examples in Section II. The extension
to a dynamic compensator design is presented in Section V.
An overview of the complete feedforward design approach for
H in Fig. 2(a) is presented in Section VI.

A. Static compensator

The concept of squaring down a left-invertible system Σ
in (15) is illustrated in Fig. 3. The outputs yf ∈ Rm, ys ∈
Rp−m are combined into a new output ỹ ∈ Rm through a

postcompensator as ỹ = Kpost

[
yf
ys

]
, such that Σsq = KpostΣ

is square with dimensions m×m. The main idea is to design
Kpost such that Σsq is invertible and nonminimum phase to
enable direct inversion.

The precompensator Kpre for the right-invertible dual sys-
tem system Σd is obtained as the dual of the postcompensator
of Σ, i.e., Kpre = Kpost,d. The precompensator K̂pre for
system H in Fig. 2(b) is given by

K̂pre = Γ−>o Kpre = Γ−>o Kpost,d. (16)

The design of static compensator design Kpost in Fig. 3 is
given by Theorem 5 and illustrated in Fig. 4(a).

Theorem 5 (Static compensator): Given Fig. 3 with Σ in
(15), the static compensator is given by

Kpost =
[
Im L

]
, (17)

i.e., ỹ = yf + Lys, with L ∈ Rm×(p−m).
Proof: The proof follows along similar lines as for

continuous-time systems based on the s.c.b. in [34, III.A].
Properties of the square system Σsq for the static compen-

sator in Theorem 5 are provided by Theorem 6, where na, nb
are the dimensions of xa, xb in (15), respectively.

Theorem 6 (Properties Σsq static compensator): Given H
in (1) and Σ in (15), the square system Σsq in Fig. 3 with
Kpost the static compensator of Theorem 5 has the following
properties.
• Invertible;

• na + nb invariant zeros: λ(Aaa) + λ(Abb −AbfLCsb);
• n poles: λ(Â).

Proof: Substitution of yf = ỹ − Lys = ỹ − LCsbxb
in (15) and obtaining the coordinate basis in Theorem 4

for the new system shows that x̃a =

[
xa
xb

]
with Ãaa =[

Aaa −AafLCsb

0 Abb −AbfLCsb

]
from which the results follow di-

rectly.
Theorem 6 shows that the static compensator introduces

new invariant zeros in addition to the invariant zeros λ(Aaa)
of Σ. When inverting the square system Σsq , these zeros
become poles. Hence, these zeros are preferred to be minimum
phase to avoid the use of inversion techniques which require
pre-actuation. The zeros λ(Aaa) are fixed, but since Σ is
non-square, there are typically no (nonminimum-phase) zeros.
Theorem 7 shows how the additional zeros can possibly be
placed through static output feedback.

Theorem 7 (Invariant zero placement static compensator):
The invariant zeros introduced by the static compensator in

Theorem 5 can possibly be placed by solving the static output
feedback problem for the triplet (Abb, Abf , Csb).

Proof: By Theorem 6, the additional invariant zeros
are given by λ(Abb − AbfLCsb) and thus affected by L.
These zeros are also the poles of the state-space system
(Abb, Abf , Csb) with static output feedback gain −L.

Importantly, the static output feedback problem in Theo-
rem 7 is not always solvable [35]. This is also shown through
examples in the next section.

B. Application of the static compensator

In this section, the static compensator design of Theorem 5
is applied to Example 2 and Example 3 in Section II.

Example 2 (continued): The dual left-invertible system, see
also Section III-B, of H in (5) is given by

Hd = 1
(z−0.1)(z+0.8)(z−0.4)

[
(z−0.6)(z+2)

(z−5)

]
, (18)

with m = 1, p = 2. System Σ = Hd in the coordinate basis
of Theorem 4 is given by

xb[k + 1] =

[
0.5935 0.1569
0.1069 −1.9935

]
xb[k]

+

[
−1.9347

3.5010

]
yf [k],

(19a)

xf [k + 1] =
[
0.0580 −0.6477

]
xb[k] + 1.1yf [k]

+ ux[k],
(19b)

yf [k] = xf [k], (19c)

ys[k] =
[
0.9512 0.8113

]
xb[k], (19d)

with Γo = [ 1 0
0 1 ]. The coordinate basis confirms Σ has no

invariant zeros since xa is non-existing. Selecting L = −0.3
in Theorem 5 yields Kpost =

[
1 −0.3

]
and λ(Abb −

AbfLCsb) = {−0.5,−0.6}. Hence, by (16), K̂pre =
[

1
−0.3

]
which yields controller F in (8).
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Example 3 (continued): The dual left-invertible system
Hd, see Section III-B, of H in (9) in the coordinate basis
of Theorem 4 is given by

xb[k + 1] =

[
0.5137 1.7257
0.1257 −1.9137

]
xb[k]

+

[
−5.9323

5.3673

]
yf [k],

(20a)

xf [k + 1] =
[
0.0445 −0.3942

]
xb[k] + 1.1xf [k]

+ ux[k],
(20b)

yf [k] = xf [k], (20c)

ys[k] =
[
1.1556 0.2525

]
xb[k], (20d)

with Γo = [ 1 0
1 1 ]. It can be verified that there does not exist

an L ∈ R such that |λ(Abb −AbfLCsb)| < 1. Hence, for this
system, there does not exist a static compensator that yields a
square system which is minimum phase.

Theorem 7 shows that the problem of designing a postcom-
pensator reduces to solving a static output feedback problem.
However, the static output feedback problem does not always
have a solution, as also illustrated by Example 3 above.
Therefore, in the next section a dynamic compensator is
constructed for which the additional invariant zeros can always
be placed arbitrarily.

V. CAUSAL FEEDFORWARD: EXTENSION TO DYNAMIC
SQUARING DOWN

In the previous section, a static compensator design is pre-
sented that yields a square system. However, it is also shown
that such a design may not suffice to obtain a minimum-phase
square system, as is also illustrated through Example 3. In
this section, the compensator design is extended to a dynamic
compensator which enables to always obtain a minimum-phase
square system. This section constitutes Contribution (III).

The minimum-phase square system is obtained by using
an observer to reconstruct the full state xb, followed by state
feedback on this observed state x̂b. The resulting dynamic
compensator is presented in Theorem 8 and illustrated in
Fig. 4(b). Note that the observer poles λ(N) can be placed
arbitrarily since (Abb, Abf ) is controllable as Σ is a minimal
realization. For minimal order observers, see, for example, [36,
Section 2.3].

Theorem 8 (Dynamic compensator): Given Fig. 3 with Σ
in (15), the dynamic compensator Kpost is given by

Kpost =
[
Im 0

]
+ JΣobs, (21)

i.e., ỹ[k] = yf [k] + Jx̂b[k], x̂b[k] = Σobs

[
yf [k]
ys[k]

]
, where Σobs

denotes a minimal order observer with state matrix N for the
matrix triplet (Abb, Abf , Csb).

Proof: The proof follows along similar lines as for
continuous-time systems based on the s.c.b. in [34, III.A].

Properties of the square system Σsq for the dynamic com-
pensator of Theorem 8 are provided by Theorem 9.

Theorem 9 (Properties Σsq dynamic compensator): Given
H in (1) and Σ in (15), the minimal realization of the square
system Σsq in Fig. 3 with Kpost the dynamic compensator of
Theorem 8 has the following properties.

• Invertible;
• na + nb invariant zeros: λ(Aaa) + λ(Abb −AbfJ);
• n poles: λ(Â).

Proof: The proof follows along similar lines as for
Theorem 6.

The additional invariant zeros λ(Abb − AbfJ) are affected
by J and can be arbitrarily placed through static state feed-
back of the pair (Abb, Abf ). This requires that (Abb, Abf ) is
controllable which is satisfied since Σ is a minimal realization.
Hence, if H is minimum phase, which typically holds, Σsq can
be made minimum phase enabling the use of direct inversion
without pre-actuation.

Next, the dynamic compensator design is applied to Exam-
ple 3 in Section IV-B.

Example 3 (continued): The subsystem (Abb, Abf , Csb) in
(20) has two states and one output. Let the desired invariant
zeros be λ(N) = 0.7 and λ(Abb − AbfJ) = {−0.5,−0.6},
then pole placement on the pair (Abb, Abf ) yields J =[
−0.2188 −0.2977

]
. The dynamic postcompensator, see

Theorem 8, is given by

Kpost = 1
(z−0.7)

[
(z + 0.6) 0.291(z − 0.531)

]
, (22)

which, by (11), yields

F = (z−0.4)(z+0.8)(z−0.1)
(z+0.6)(z+0.5)(z−0.7)

[
0.709(z + 1.064)
0.291(z − 0.531)

]
, (23)

which is stable as desired. It can be verified that HF = 1 and
hence perfect tracking is obtained.

In summary, the dynamic postcompensator design in The-
orem 8 can always create a stable, minimum-phase, square
system, if H in (1) is stable and has no nonminimum-
phase invariant zeros, which typically holds for non-square
systems. Next, the complete design framework is summarized,
including both static and dynamic compensators.

VI. APPLICATION IN TRACKING CONTROL

In this section, the design framework is summarized which
constitutes Contribution (IV).

The systematic design framework for design of F in Fig. 2
given a right-invertible system H is shown in Fig. 5. The result
follows directly from combining the results of the previous
sections. There are two main design types: static and dynamic
squaring down. Properties of both are given by Lemma 10 and
Lemma 11, respectively.

Lemma 10 (Properties controller with static compensator):
Given H in (1) and Σ in (15), the minimal realization of F

in Fig. 5 based on a static compensator has:
• n invariant zeros: λ(Â),
• na + nb poles: λ(Aaa) + λ(Abb −AbfLCsb).

Proof: The results follow from Theorem 6 and Fig. 5.
Lemma 11 (Properties controller with dynamic compen-

sator): Given H in (1) and Σ in (15), the minimal realization
of F in Fig. 5 based on a dynamic compensator has:
• n invariant zeros: λ(Â),
• na+2nb−p+m poles: λ(Aaa)+λ(N) + λ(Abb−AbfJ).

Proof: The results follow from Theorem 9 and Fig. 5.
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Right-invertible system H (1)

Σ̂ = Hd (13) left invertible
Σ = cb(Σ̂) (Theorem 4)

Output feedback
for (Abb, Abf , Csb)

solvable?

Kpost static (Fig. 4(a))
with L solution output

feedback (Abb, Abf , Csb)

Kpost dynamic (Fig. 4(b))
with J solution state
feedback (Abb, Abf )

K̂pre = Γ−>o Kpost,d (16)

Σ̂sq = HK̂pre (10)

F = K̂preΣ̂
−1
sq (11)

yes no

Fig. 5. Inversion approach for overactuated systems in tracking control as
shown in Fig. 2. The precompensator K̂pre is designed such that the square
system Σ̂sq has desired properties, for example, minimum-phase behavior.
Perfect tracking is obtained through inversion of the square system.

The locations of the invariant zeros of Σ̂sq directly influence
the dynamics and the resulting input signals u1, u2 in Fig. 2.
To avoid the use of pre-actuation, these invariant zeros can be
made minimum phase.

In the next section, the controller design framework pre-
sented in Fig. 5 is validated through experiments.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION ON AN OVERACTUATED
SYSTEM

In this section, the squaring-down approach is validated
in experiments by comparing it to traditional inversion ap-
proaches. The results demonstrate the high tracking perfor-
mance of the squaring-down approach, without requiring pre-
actuation or preview, and constitute Contribution (V).

A. Experimental system

The motion system consists of a thin, suspended beam and
is shown in Fig. 6. For the experiments, the actuators u1, u2

and encoder y are used and the control architecture in Fig. 2(a)

u1 u2

y

Fig. 6. Top view of the experimental system. The system consists of the
suspended beam in yellow with actuation in horizontal direction through
actuators u1, u2 and position measurement through encoder y.

−1 0 1 2 3
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Time [s]

r
[m

m
]

0 0.005 0.01
0

0.02

0.04

Fig. 7. Reference trajectory r is a forward and backward movement
constructed from fourth order polynomials.

is considered. The system has a stroke of 1 mm. The reference
trajectory r is a forward and backward movement over 0.7 mm
as shown in Fig. 7.

The measured frequency response function of the system
is shown in Fig. 8 together with the identified 14th order
parametric model H in (1) obtained using the procedure in
[37]. Both transfer functions u1 7→ y and u2 7→ y are
nonminimum phase and hence only using one input would
require pre-actuation to ensure bounded signals, see also
Example 2. The non-square system H is minimum phase, i.e.,
the xa-dynamics in Theorem 4 are non-existing. Hence, the
feedforward control design framework in Section VI enables
exact inversion with bounded inputs and without pre-actuation.
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180
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]

100 102
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Fig. 8. Frequency response function measurement ( ) and identified 14th
order model ( ) of the experimental system in Fig. 6 from inputs u1, u2

to output y.
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Fig. 9. Pole locations of the static squaring-down controller Fstat, see also
Lemma 10.
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1

[A
]

(a) Input signal u1.

−0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

−0.5

0

0.5

Time [s]

u
2

[A
]

(b) Input signal u2.

Fig. 10. Input signals for the norm-optimal controller Fnorm ( ), the
static squaring-down controller Fstat ( ), and the dynamic squaring-
down controller Fdyn ( ). Input u2 of Fstat has undesired oscillations.
Controller Fnorm yields pre-actuation, i.e., non-zero input before t = 0.
Controller Fdyn yields smooth and causal inputs.

B. Controllers: Squaring down and norm optimal

The static and dynamic squaring-down solutions are com-
pared with the commonly used norm-optimal feedforward
solution. Table I provides an overview of the controllers and
experimental results. In this section, the controller designs
are presented. The experimental results are presented in Sec-
tion VII-C.

The inversion approach in Fig. 5 is used to construct stable
controllers to avoid the use of pre-actuation. A static com-
pensator design, see Theorem 5, that satisfies this requirement
is feasible. The poles of the static squaring-down controller
Fstat are visualized in Fig. 9. The input signals u1, u2 that are
generated by the controller are shown in Fig. 10. It turns out
that, due to the limited design freedom of a static compensator
in combination with the requirement of no pre-actuation, only
oscillatory input signals can be generated. Moreover, there is
a large difference in the magnitude of u1 and u2, which might
be undesired in view of actuator constraints.
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ax
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(a) Observer poles λ(N).
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1

Real axis

Im
ag
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ax
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(b) Additional invariant zeros
λ(Abb −AbfJ).

Fig. 11. Pole locations of the dynamic squaring-down controller Fdyn, see
also Lemma 11.

To avoid oscillatory input signals and better balance u1

and u2, a dynamic squaring-down controller Fdyn is designed.
The oscillatory behavior in the inputs of Fstat is caused by
low damping since the poles of Fstat are close to the unit
circle, see Fig. 9. Using the additional design freedom of a
dynamic compensator compared to a static compensator, the
poles of Fdyn are placed farther from the unit circle as shown
in Fig. 11. Similar to controller Fstat, controller Fdyn is stable
and hence no pre-actuation is required. The input signals that
are generated by the controller are shown in Fig. 10 and, as
desired, show less oscillatory behavior than those generated
by Fstat.

The squaring-down approaches are compared with norm-
optimal feedforward. Norm-optimal feedforward [6, Section
4.3] is directly applicable to non-square systems, but requires
preview, i.e., a priori knowledge of trajectory r. The weights
of the performance criterion, i.e., Q for the error e = r − y
and R for the input [ u1

u2
], see also [6, Section 4.3], are selected

to minimize the error without restricting the input signals, see
Table I. The input signals are shown in Fig. 10. Importantly,
the controller requires preview of the entire reference trajec-
tory r as well as pre-actuation, whereas this is not the case
for the static and dynamic squaring-down controllers.

C. Experimental results

In simulation, all controllers achieve perfect tracking. How-
ever, in experiments the tracking is non-perfect due to model
mismatches as shown by the tracking error signals e = r − y
for the different controllers in Fig. 12. Due to pre-actuation
and model mismatches, there is a non-zero error with Fnorm

for t < 0 in Fig. 12(a), i.e., before any movement is required.
Controller Fstat shows oscillatory behavior as a consequence
of the oscillatory input in Fig. 10 and model mismatches. The
smallest error is achieved with the dynamic squaring-down
controller Fdyn, see also Table I.

The controller designs and experimental results are summa-
rized in Table I. The results show that the dynamic squaring-
down controller outperforms the static squaring-down and
the norm-optimal controllers. Importantly, both the static and
dynamic squaring-down controllers do not require preview,
i.e., they do not require a priori knowledge of the reference
trajectory, in contrast to the norm-optimal controller.
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND SETTINGS FOR THE DIFFERENT CONTROLLER DESIGNS. CONTROLLER Fnorm USES PREVIEW AND SERVES AS A

BENCHMARK TO COMPARE THE SQUARING-DOWN (SD) CONTROLLERS Fstat, Fdyn , WHICH DO NOT REQUIRE PREVIEW. THE DYNAMIC
SQUARING-DOWN CONTROLLER Fdyn ACHIEVES SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF BOTH ‖e‖∞ AND ‖e‖2 .

Label Type Reference Parameters Preview ‖u1‖∞ [A] ‖u2‖∞ [A] ‖e‖2 [mm] ‖e‖∞ [mm]
Fnorm Norm-optimal [6, Section 4.3] Q = 1; R =

[
0 0
0 0

]
Yes 0.201 0.126 0.075 1.999

Fstat Static SD Theorem 5 Fig. 9 No 0.028 0.785 0.080 2.025
Fdyn Dynamic SD Theorem 8 Fig. 11 No 0.308 0.231 0.064 1.774

−0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
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·10−2
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e
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(a) Time domain signals.

100 101 102 103
0
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2
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·10−4

Frequency [Hz]

C
P

S
e

[m
m

2
]

(b) Cumulative power spectra.

Fig. 12. Error e = r − y in the time and frequency domain for controllers
Fnorm ( ), Fstat ( ), and Fdyn ( ). Due to model mismatches the
tracking is non-perfect. The dynamic squaring-down controller Fdyn achieves
the highest performance.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, system inversion is investigated and in par-
ticular from the perspective of squaring down. This leads to
new insights that enable causal and exact feedforward for
overactuated systems. An inversion approach is presented that
does not require preview or pre-actuation for nonminimum-
phase systems. The approach exploits the additional design
freedom in overactuated systems and the fact that non-square
systems generally have no invariant zeros. Experimental results
demonstrate superior tracking performance without requiring
preview of pre-actuation.

The approach provides a systematic method to exploit
overactuation to the benefit of control. Besides inverse model
feedforward, the approach is also of interest to feedback
control design by creating a square system with favorable
properties, such as nonminimum-phase behavior.

Future research focuses on taking model uncertainty into
account and using the available design freedom in overactuated
systems to create robustness.

APPENDIX
CONSTRUCTION OF COORDINATE BASIS

The coordinate basis in Theorem 4 is obtained through the
following steps.

Step 1: Separate direct feedthrough

Let D̂ = USV > be the singular value decomposition of

D̂, with U ∈ Rp×p, V ∈ Rm×m, and S =

[
Sm0

0
0 0

]
∈

Rp×m, where Sm0 ∈ Rmo×m0 with m0 = rank{D̂} is a
diagonal matrix with the singular values on the diagonal.
Then Γ−1

o,1Σ̂Γi,1, with Σ̂ in (13), Γo,1 = U , and Γi,1 =

V −>
[
Sm0 0

0 Im−m0

]−1

, admits the representation

x1[k + 1] = A1x1[k] +Bx,1ux,1[k] +B0,1y0f,1[k], (24a)
y0f,1[k] = C0f,1x1[k] + u0,1[k], (24b)
yxf,1[k] = Cxf,1x1[k], (24c)
ys,1[k] = Cs,1x1[k], (24d)

with A1 = Â−B0,1C0f,1.

Step 2: Separate xf
To separate xf , find invertible Γs,2 such that Γ−1

s,2Bx,1 = 0
× 0...

. . .
× ··· ×

 and Cxf,1Γs,2 =

[
0

× ··· ×. . .
...

0 ×

]
, where × are

arbitrary elements. Such transformations can be found by
considering the last row/column pairs in Cxf,1 and Bx,1, and
working back as follows.

1) Let the column/row pair be given by
b1
b2
b3
...

 ∈ Rn,
[
c1 c2 c3 . . .

]
∈ Rn. (25)

2) Find matrices P = Q−1 ∈ R2×2, such that P
[
b1
b2

]
=[

0

b̃2

]
and

[
c1 c2

]
Q =

[
0 c̃2

]
. If P,Q exist, there

exist unitary P,Q or P,Q such that |det(P )| =
|det(Q)| = 1. If P,Q do not exist, a random (unitary)
transformation may be applied and the procedure can be
restarted.

3) Repeat the previous step for the pair
[
b̃2
b3

]
,
[
c̃2 c3

]
, and

so on.
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The process is repeated until all pairs and rows/columns are
processed and the desired structure is obtained. The concate-
nation of all P,Q yields Γs,2.

Step 3: Separate xa
The invariant zeros zi, i = 1, 2, . . . , na are given by

Definition 1. Let A2 = Γ−1
s,2A1Γs,2. To separate xa, an

eigenvalue decomposition can be used to obtain invertible Γs,3

such that

Γ−1
s,3A2Γs,3 =


z1 . . .

zna

× ··· ×...
. . .

...
× ··· ×

 , (26)

where the structure related to xf remains unaltered.

Step 4: Make ys independent of xf and yf = xf

Let the output matrix after step 3 be given by

C3 =


× ··· ×...

. . .
...

× ··· ×

× ··· ×...
. . .

...
× ··· ×

× ··· ×...
. . .

...
× ··· ×

0 0 Cxff,3

0
× ··· ×...

. . .
...

× ··· ×
Csd,3

 . (27)

Then Γo,4 =

Im0
0 0

0 Cxff,3 0
0 Csd,3 Ip−m

 yields

Γ−1
o,4C3 =


× ··· ×...

. . .
...

× ··· ×

× ··· ×...
. . .

...
× ··· ×

× ··· ×...
. . .

...
× ··· ×

0 0 I

0
× ··· ×...

. . .
...

× ··· ×
0

 . (28)

which makes ys independent of xf and yf = xf .
This concludes the derivation of the coordinate basis in

Theorem 4.
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